
      

Upcoming Friends of Duxford Members Events 
 
 

Saturday 8 August 2015 – Airfield Operations 

For this event we will be creating an enclosure by the control tower for members to come along and 

enjoy informal presentations on the operation of an active airfield. Our resident fire team will be on 

hand to show guests around the fire tender and there will be the opportunity to see the inside of our 

control tower and meet some of our Flight Information Service Officers. Transport permitting, we are 

also hoping to be able to give tours around the perry track. As well as this, we have also been lucky 

enough to have access to a Piper Cub and a Taylorcraft Auster; members will be free to have a look 

inside these aircraft and talk to the pilots who fly them. Not only would this event be interesting for 

our members, it is also an ideal opportunity for children to get involved. If you have any budding pilots 

or air traffic controllers, do come along! 

 

Wednesday 14 October 2015 – Visit to the IWM First World War Galleries 

To celebrate the Centenary of the First World War, IWM opened its refurbished First World War 

Galleries last year. An introduction to these galleries has been arranged by staff from the department 

of Research and Information for FoD members, over tea or coffee. Members will be able to ask about 

the motivations behind the new exhibition and investigate why the artefacts were chosen for display. 

This is also an ideal opportunity to see the Atrium display with its newly conserved exhibits.  

This will be a day time event and members will be expected to arrange their own travel to IWM 

London  

 

Saturday 14 November 2015 – Archive Film Day 

An ever popular event, the FoD Archive Film Day is the member’s opportunity to view footage from 

the extensive IWM Film Archive in the historic and atmospheric surroundings of the Astra Cinema on 

the North Side of the site. A list of films has been handpicked by our FoD volunteers and will be 

based around military “jobs”. For many, this may be a trip down “memory lane”. For others, this will 

be a fascinating insight into the different aspects of roles in the armed forces during the Second 

World War. 

 


